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INTRODUCTION 

Because the centennia l  celebration of the Biologische Anstalt  Helgoland corresponds 
with the beg inn ing  of the t992-93 academic year, perhaps it will be appropriate to note 
several other important  events in the development  of the research mission in American 
biology that occurred during the same academic year one hundred  years ago, and  that 
have a bear ing on our story. First, as a part of his visit to the Stazione Zoologica in 1892, 
the American biologist Bashford Dean travelled to Helgoland and wrote of his favourable 
impressions in two articles, one publ ished in the American Naturalist and one in the 
Report of the Smithsonian Institution (Dean, 1893, 1894). Second, C. O. Whitman, the first 
director of the Marine Biological Laboratory in Woods Hole, took the initial steps toward 
offering advanced instruction and research opportunities at the MBL in 1892. calling for 
the es tabl ishment  of an "American marine biological observatory" in an article he 
publ ished in Popular Science Monthly IWhitman. 1893). Finally, 1892 marked  the 
es tabl ishment  of the first American marine biology station on the west coast of the United 
States. Stanford University's Hopkins Seaside Laboratory Ilater renamed Hopkins Marine 
Station), Helgoland 's  "twin" celebrant  this year. This latter event  is of particular interest 
because  one of the participants in that first year at Pacific Grove was William Emerson 
Ritter. who was to found and direct, a decade later, the marine  station that eventual ly 
became the Scripps Institution of Oceanography (known at its inception in  1903 as the 
m a n n e  laboratory of the Marine Biological Association of San Diego, then as the Scripps 
Institution for Biological Research in 1912, and finally given its present  name  in  1925). 

But why this "sudden" and apparent ly widespread nat ional  interest  in marine 
biology in general,  and research in marine science in particular, along the coastlines of 
the United States? And is there a relationship be tween  these American developments  
and the longer-s tanding interest  in marine biology and  research in Europe? My remarks 
in this paper  are in tended  to address both sets of quest ions and, I hope, illustrate the 
unique  character of developments in marine  biology in North America and  the critical 
role that European research stations, such as the Biologische Anstal t  Helgoland,  played 
in inf luencing the direction of these American developments.  

Historians of science have already stressed and documented  the importance of 
German laboratory science for late n ine teen th-cen tury  developments  in  biology, espe- 
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cially through a n u m b e r  of chapters pubhshed  recently by William Coleman and  Frederic 
L. Holmes in a book tiffed, "The Investigative Enterprise" (Coleman & Holmes, 1988). 
Eric Mills has demonstra ted superbly the critical German  contributions to biological 
oceanography, especially in his excellent book detail ing the history of the important  Kiel 
programme in oceanography (Mills, 1989). But what  is not as wel l -known is the seminal  
role that European  marine  stations played in the development  of marine  biology and  the 
elaboration of a research ideal for similar laboratories in the Uni ted States, particularly in 
the years be tween  the founding of the Stazione Zoologica in 1872 and  the be g i nn i ng  of 
the American involvement  in oceanographic  laboratories in 1930 (Benson, 1988 a). I am 
not emphasiz ing the inf luence on the United States just because  I am an  Amer ican  and  I 
have worked extensively in this area; instead, it is evident  to me that critical develop- 
ments  enabl ing  American  biology to attain quickly to world-class status by the early 
twentieth century came from a variety of European sources. 

EARLY SEASIDE STATIONS IN EUROPE AND THE UNITED STATES 

When Helgoland was established as a marine  station in 1892, there were  already 
over twenty mar ine  stations in Europe that specialized in research. Of course, the most 
famous of these stations for fundamenta l  questions in biology - especially those stem- 
ming from Ernst Haeckel ' s  conceptual  claims for morphology - was Anton  Dohrn's  
Stazione Zoologica in Naples. Additionally, fundamenta l  quest ions and  innovat ive 
approaches toward unders tand ing  the open ocean were asked and developed at places 
like Kiel, Plymouth, and some years later. Helgoland. While several of these marine 
stations inc luded some instruction or organized the teaching of courses m mar ine  science, 
the overwhelming emphasis  was upon  research. After all, this was the "sine qua non" of 
German  science. 

The situation in marine  biology was not the same in the United States. Despite an 
equally long legacy involving studies beside the sea - the first Amer ican  mar ine  station. 
Agassiz's Penikese laboratory, opened  in 1873, one year after Naples - the des igned  use 
of these laboratories by the sea was much different in the New World. Because America 
completely lacked any tradition in advanced  science education and because  it was also 
woefully deficient in the teaching of science in secondary schools, Louis Agassiz 's  
exper iment  near  Woods Hole was addressed to remedy a serious educat ional  problem in 
his adopted homeland.  As a result Penikese and  its successor stations at Salem (1876), 
Anni squam (1881), and Woods Hole 11888) all located near  each other in the environs of 
Cape Cod (Massachusetts), were in t ended  to cater for an audience  of school teachers, not  
university s tudents  or researchers (Benson, 1988 b). 

The deplorable state of American science b e g a n  to change, albeit  slowly, toward the 
adoption of research in biology after Johns Hopkins University was opened  in  1876 with 
the specific goal of offering to American students  opportunities in the sciences that  were 
available at that time only in Europe. By 1883, an editorial in Science c la imed that the 
United States then  had a "small b a n d  of men" dedicated to the scientific a d v a n c e m e n t  of 
their country by import ing the "German  ideal" of research in science (Anonymous,  1883). 
One  of these m e n  was William Keith Brooks, an  original member  of the biology faculty at 
Johns Hopkins and the founder  of America 's  first m a n n e  research station, the 
Chesapeake  Zoological Laboratory (CZL) in 1878 (Benson, 1987; Maienschein ,  1991). 
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Although Brooks's only previous experience at a marine station was one summer  at 
Penikese and later at the Newport laboratory, where Agassiz's son Alexander  had his 
own independen t  research station, he was well-versed in the morphological literature 
produced from German  laboratories and  from Dohrn's station. Brooks's entire programme 
at the i t inerant  CZL (it moved from place to place, frequently outside of the Chesapeake  
Bay proper) was des igned to duplicate German-style  biological research in North 
America. Obviously, he met with considerable success in his simple laboratory because  
his first s tudents - the initial products of America 's  first graduate programme in biology - 
included E. B. Wilson, Thomas Hunt  Morgan, Ross G. Harrison, and E. G. Conklin,  all of 
whom worked at Naples and impressed Dohrn and other European biologists with their 
biological aptitude. 

Another source of change in the direction of a research tradition in American biology 
came from a growing concern with problems in the fisheries industry. When  Spencer  
Fullerton Baird established the U.S. Fish Commission in 1872, initially with his own 
funds, he immediate ly  began  a reconnaissance for a pe rmanen t  laboratory site for 
fisheries research. While he did not hve to see the opening of the research station of the 
Fish Commission in 1885, the new station fulfilled his dream and soon became an 
important  centre for research, not just in fisheries, but  in all areas of marine  biology. The 
laboratory - located in Woods Hole - was open to advanced students in the biological 
sciences who were conduct ing research on marine organisms (Allard, 1990). Because 
Johns Hopkins, a long with Williams, Princeton, and Harvard, supported Baird's p lan  in 
1882 when  federal funding was sparse, Brooks's s tudents  frequently used the laboratory; 
in fact, the CZL moved "en masse" to Woods Hole in 1887. 

A final important  source of change in American biology came from the growing 
cadre of American- t ra ined students  in biology, especially those young students  just 
completing their research at the newly-created research universities like Johns Hopkins, 
Clark, and Chicago, or at the universit ies that had recently reformed their science 
programmes by adopting a research-style graduate programme like Harvard, Yale, 
Columbia, Michigan, Cornell, and Pennsylvania.  Many  of these individuals  - me n  and 
women alike - went  to Europe, especially to Naples, known as the "Mecca for biologists" 
(after C. O. Whi tman 's  publ ished remarks following his year 's visit in 1881-82 (Whitman, 
1883). A few visited in the 1880s, but  the flow became a veritable flood in the 1890s and 
early twentieth-century,  as Americans realized the unparal le led advantages  of Naples 
and  other laboratories. T. H. Morgan 's  testimonial in 1896 represents a typical response 
by these Americans:  

"The special advantages  for work in Naples are I think, these: Absolute freedom to 
work on any subject desired, a plentiful and never  failing supply of fresh-material  
and a well-fitted library at hand.  :. Isolated, as we are in America, from much of the 
newer, current  feeling, w e  are able in Naples, as in  no other laboratory in the world, 
to get in touch with the  best  modern  work" (Morganl 1896). 

RESEARCH IN AMERICAN MARINE BIOLOGY 

All three elements ot change-advanced education and research in the sciences at 

American  universit ies a n d  colleges, the beg inn ings  of research at the laboratory of the  
U:S. Fish  Commiss ion  in  Woods Hole, a n d  f r e q u e n t  A m e r i c a n  exposures to E u r o p e a n  
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marine laboratories - did not immediate ly  lead to the development  of research traditions 
in American marine  biology stations. After all, the three bel l-weather  occurrences for 
American mar ine  biology I ment ioned  at the outset of this paper  - Dean ' s  visit to 
Helgoland in 1892, Whi tman 's  beg inn ing  of advanced  instruction at the MBL in 1892, and 
the beg inn ings  of Hopkins Marine  Station, also in 1892 - all emphasized the component  
missing from marine  stations in  the United States, namely  research programmes and 
opportunities. In fact, even as late as the be g i nn i ng  of the twentieth century all the 
American marine  stations existed primarily as summer  teaching institutions, specializing 
in introductory classes in marine botany and  zoology for secondary school teachers.  

Nevertheless, there were several Amer ican  biologists who sought to inject the 
desired and critical research element,  the emerg ing  tradition, that be ga n  to proliferate 
among the country 's  major academic insti tutions and soon came to characterize all the 
science in the United States, into the seaside stations. Biologists, especially of the ilk of 
Whitman and Ritter, were aware of the advantages  that accrued from conduct ing  their 
research projects by the sea. And by the early twentieth century such advan tages  were 
not merely "in the future". Using new microscopical equipment  and relying upon  increas- 
ingly sophisticated microscopical methods that they had learned in German  biological 
institutes and at Naples, a few American biologists began  to make major contr ibutions to 
embryology and  the growing new field of cytology in the 1880s and 1890s (Benson, 
1988a). E.B. Wilson eventual ly wrote a widely-acclaimed textbook, "The Cell in 
Development  and  Inheritance" in 1896, the first American book in biology that attracted 
internat ional  at tention and the text that defined the cytological tradition in embryology 
(Wilson, 1896). While much of Wilson's research for his influential  book was completed 
during several visits at the Stazione Zoologica in Naples, a healthy contr ibut ion to the 
book came from research he conducted at Woods Hole. Jacques Loeb, who was recruited 
from a potential  career in German  biology in 1892 by Whi tman (through the auspices of 
his American friends, Wilson, and Thomas H. Morgan), demonstrated how physiology 
could be pursued  within a marine context, both through his investigations at Woods Hole 
and Pacific Grove. Other American  investigators, who found time to pursue  research 
despite heavy teaching loads during the short summer sessions, also m a d e  numerous  
contributions to systematics and taxonomy through their natural  history work in the 
marine fauna and flora In short, by the early twentieth century it was clear to many  
Americans that the country needed  to move from an exclusive teaching miss ion in the 
marine world to a mission that inc luded research objectives along the ocean ' s  shore. 

An addit ional  obstacle that prevented  the full implementa t ion of a research agenda  
in American marine  stations and another  distinctive feature that set the  American  
stations apart  from European laboratories, was the level and type of fund ing  for marine 
laboratories in the United States. In the mare, all the early American laboratories were 
completely dependen t  upon  s tudent  tuition and  fees Eor their operating expenses  and, in 
some cases, even  for capital budgets .  Addit ional  momes were sometimes avai lable  from 
wealthy patrons, for example Timothy Hopkins 's  gift to build the Hopkins Mar ine  Station 
or from chari table service organizations, for example the Women 's  Educat ion Association 
that supported the early years at Woods Hole. But. the only government  funds  available 
for A m e n c a n  marine  biology came from the modest  support of the laboratory of the U.S. 
Fish Commission - support m a n y  biologists coveted - and from some modes t  support  
from state ~overnments  for teaching the summer  classes, as the states of Cal ifornia  and  
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Washington supplied during the early years of Ritter's station in San Diego and the 

marine station in Friday Harbor. As a result, it is not too surprising that the Amer ican  

marine stations did not become year-round laboratories until the second decade  of the 
twent ie th  century, when  funding opportunities expanded.  This characteristic also ex- 

plains why the stations were  usually housed in ext remely  modest  buildings with minimal 

scientific equ ipmen t  and limited al lowances for research objectives. 

After at least two decades of exper ience  in marine laboratories, therefore,  the 
Amer ican  marine biology community had not advanced  far from the educat ional  begin-  

nings of the stations. To be sure, Americans knew of the potential  in their mar ine  stations 

for research; but they also recognized the practical, but no less real, limitations in their 

nat ive country. As a result, and parallel ing the growth of marine stations in the United 
States around 1900, there was an ever- increas ing migration of Americans to European 

marine laboratories, especially the Stazione Zoologica. This migration, which reached  its 

peak  in the first decade of the twentieth century, marked  the implicit recognit ion of the 
scientific community  in the United States that, for research, Americans  still n e e d e d  to go 

to Europe. The German research ideal, despi te  having been  t ransplanted to Johns 

Hopkins University in 1876, remained largely in its unreal ized state in the marine 

laboratories of the New World 
Perhaps the major turning point to the full incorporation of research within marine 

biology, or at least on par with the teaching objectives by the sea, was the publication of 

Charles Kofoid's "The Biological Stations of Europe",  which appeared  in 1910 almost 
twenty years after Dean, Whitman. and Ritter called for more research at Amer ican  

marine stations (Kofoid. 1910). Kofoid's sponsor for his fact-finding tour of the European 

laboratories was the Bureau of Education, the governmenta l  agency  which took upon 
itself the task of improving educat ional  opportunit ies in the U.S. The commissioner, 

Elmer Ellsworth Brown. explained his motives in support ing Kofoid: 

"Scientific research . . . .  is an essential  part of higher  educat ion instruction . . . .  To 

promote a better  orgamzat ion of the agencies  of pure research in this country, and 
especially those agencies  connected  with the graduate  schools of our universities,  is 

therefore one of the ends to be sought in the work of this Bureau [of Educat ion] . . .  

This monograph  is in tended to serve a practical  purpose, that of furnishing such an 
account of the European stations as will further the advancemen t  of similar stations 

in America"  IBrown, 1910), 
If Brown's s ta tement  did not present  a clear and articulate endorsement  to add a 

research component  to the objectives of Amer ican  mar ine  stations, Kofoid's rhetoric in his 
introduction to the book removed  all ambiguity:  

"The two principal functions which biological  stations fulfil and which cannot  be 
equally well fulfilled by any other exist ing educat ional  agency  are those of instruc- 

tion - e lementary,  technical, and advanced  - and research in the field of pure science 

and its applications . . . .  The  research function of a station is its highest  one. and at the 
same time exhibits its greatest  scientific and economic value"  (Kofoid, 1910. p. 4). 

Perhaps unconsciously, Kofoid underscored his bias for research by ment ioning the word 

"research" twice as often in his opening chapter  "The Functions of Biological Stations" as 
he used the combinat ion of either the word " teaching"  or "instruction". 

Kofoid continued in his report  to systematically list all the major marine and fresh- 
water  laboratories in Europe, paying ~pecial a t tent ion to the phy,~ic~l ~trllctllrp inchl~iug 
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the architecture of the bui ld ing and the eng ineer ing  of the water  systems, of the 
laboratories and  the opportunit ies for research at each station. Of particular note are his 
remarks concerning Naples, Kiel, and  Helgoland. 

In his extensive report on the Stazione in Naples, Kofoid waxed, if not  elegant,  at 
least rhetorical: 

"Foremost among the biological stations of the world in the extent and  completeness  
of its material  equ ipment  and in the wealth of opportunities it offers, inspir ing in its 
history and unparal le led  in its growth, unsurpassed  in its contributions to biological 
science, profound in its inf luence upon  the course of developments  of modern 
biology, and powerful in its st imulus to the es tabhshment  of biological  stations 
elsewhere, stands the zoological station of Naples, the peer  and leader  of them all. 
The station is and always has been,  purely and solely, a research inst i tut ion" (Kofoid, 
1910, p. 8). 

Kofoid also extolled the virtues of Kiel, again  making  specific references  to research 
conducted there and not ing that the 

"Kiel laboratory is famous in the annals  of marine exploration as the center  from 
which sprang the quanti tat ive method of study of marine  life.. .  M a n y  types of 
appara tus . . ,  have been  devised in this laboratory" (Kofoid. 1910, p. 220). 
Beginning his comments  about Helgoland by emphasiz ing the relat ive "youth" of 

the Biologische Anstalt Helgoland, Kofoid provided the following description: 
"The Helgoland Station offers exceptional  opportunities for the s tudy of marine  
plankton,  of the natura l  history of fishes, of marine  algae, and of bird migrations.  Its 
remarkably complete outfit of fishing appliances and the lines of invest igat ion in 
progress by its staff render  the station one of the foremost centers in Europe for an 
insight into the intensive and efficient application of modern  scientific methods  to the 
problems of sea fisheries" (Kofoid, 1910. p. 230). 
Kofoid's book was not. however, just a rhetorical polemic to support  the notion of 

adding research to American m a n n e  biology, [or he had his own personal agenda .  After 
all, he served as Ritter's assistant director of the Scripps station in La Jolla and.  as a result. 
had specific motives to argue for more research in marine  biology. In addit ion,  he also 
made a strong a rgument  for governmenta l  funding of soence.  Of course, this latter 
suggest ion may appear  to have been  empty and futile because  gove rnmen t  sources of 
support for science in 1910 were virtually nonexistent  in the United States. However, 
what  Kofoid was al luding to was money  that had become available to the  biological 
smences from the U.S Fish Commission. the Smithsonian Institution, the U.S. Navy, a 
variety of state and local public agencies, and  the Loose association b e t w e e n  the federal 
government  and two new major foundations support ing science and h ighe r  educat ion at 
the time, the Rockefeller Foundat ion and  the Carnegie  Institution of Washington .  Added 
to these sources were a n u m b e r  of wealthy Americans who had bene f i t ed  from the 
economic boom of the early twent ieth century, who had become imbued  wi th  the value of 
science for the United States, and  who were also interested in  support ing sc ience  within 
academic institutions. These individuals  included the philanthropists C.R. Crane 
(Chicago) who gave to the MBL. Timothy Hopkins who provided subs tan t ia l  funds for 
two separate bui lding phases at Pacific Grove. and  the Scripps family who s inglehandid ly  
f inanced and  endowed the laboratory in La JoUa. 
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CONCLUSION 

While it is beyond the scope of this paper  to detail all the immediate  results of the 
new funding for marine  stations and biological research in the twentieth century in the 
United States, I would like to emphasize a few important aspects of it. First, beg inn ing  
before 1910 but  increasing dramatically in the second decade of the twent ieth century, 
the new funding allowed for a rapid capital expansion of the four major mar ine  stations in 
the United States, the laboratories at Woods Hole, Pacific Grove, La Jolla, and  Friday 
Harbor. For all these stations, this meant  that they became equipped for the first time 
with the substant ial  bui ldings and the sufficient equipment  that was necessary to enable  
them to conduct  German-style  research within the marine  setting. 

Second, more money  was available from American sources to rent tables from Dohrn 
at Naples. The Carnegie  Institution of Washington and the Smithsonian Institution 
"subscribed" to several tables to augment  or replace those rented by Alexander  Agassiz, 
Columbia, and a group of American women (Groeben & Benson, 1993). This enabled  
many  more American biologists to learn the latest research strategies and methods first- 
hand. The increase in the support for these tables thus explains the dramatic rise in the 
number  of Americans who travelled to Naples be tween  1895 and 1910, precisely at the 
time when opportunit ies for work in American marine stations were just beg inning .  

Finally, money  from the Rockefeller and  Carnegie foundations was also used to send 
leaders of the American biology community to Europe to examine and to learn from 
laboratories there, and to bring European marine scientists to the United States. An 
especially important  example of the latter was the Norwegian p lankton expert. H. H 
Gran, who visited T. C. Frye at Friday Harbor and I-I. B Bigelow in the Gulf of Maine in 
1928. teaching them the latest methods of quanti tat ive plankton research. Gran left a 
legacy at both places, a legacy that was important  for the eventual  funding of oceanog- 
raphic programmes at the University of Washington and the new Woods Hole Oceanog- 
raphic Institution IWHOI) in 1930 (Benson, 1990). 

While these s tatements  have been  sketchy and suggestive, rather than thorough and 
persuasive, they have been  in tended  to provide a cursory glimpse into the different 
character of early American developments  in marine biology, thereby il lustrating the 
critical importance of the European influences for this new tradition by the sea. To 
recapitulate briefly, American m a n n e  biology did not beg in  as an offshoot of the Stazione 
Zoologica, but as an at tempt to reform science educat ion in the United States. However. 
as Americans became trained in the biological sciences, they increasingly looked to 
Europe, especially to Naples, Kiel, Plymouth, and Helgoland for inspirat ion and  direction. 
Particularly important  in this regard was Anton Dohrn who served as a "spiritual" leader  
for many  of these young Americans. Shortly before he died, he noted the rapid growth of 
American biology toward world stature, claiming in a letter to E. B. Wilson that he was 
sure the German  spirit of biological research would move to the New World in the near  
future (Dohrn, 1902). Dohrn's  comment  to Wilson provides an a rgument  for the claim that 
the real German  roots for American marine  biology were es tabhshed in the years shortly 
before World War I: here they helped to reorient American marine  biology from teaching 
by the sea to a research mission in the marine  environment ,  thereby equ ipp ing  American 
biology to confront the chal lenges of a changing world in the early twent ie th  century, 
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